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The ARPA/ONR supported research activity at the University of California, Santa Barbara, provided the major initial funding and a considerable fraction of later funding used in the establishment of a Molecular Physics Laboratory and in carrying out a considerable number of basic experimental studies. This laboratory emphasizes the use of optical spectroscopy and the teaching of skills for a thorough understanding and application of the observed spectra.
The laboratory is now housed in rooms designed especially for optical spectroscopy, and equipment has been constructed on a modular basis providing for easy interchange of light sources, sample systems, spectroscopic detection apparatus, amplifiers and power supplies. A diverse assortment of spectroscopic equipment is available for the spectral range from 100 nra to 2000 nra with apertures as grf rt as f/O.87 and resolving powers as high as 200,000, A "house" vacuum system provides extremely high speed pumping to moderate pressures {10'* torr) and portable diffusion pumping apparatus provides pressures as low as 10" 8 torr, A variety of white light and discrete light sources are available and state-of-the-art photon detectors can be used as needed for the desired spectral region. Several portable, low temperature cryostats have been constructed for optical studies on gases, liquids, solids and matrix isolated species. In recent years, several lasers have been added and the spectrometers are being used in conjection with computers.
The laboratories are now used, in part, by three professors, four to 10 undergraduate students, four to six postdoctoral students and visiting senior faculty, three to five graduate students working for the Ph,D, 
